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INTRODUCTION
process es in the cylinde r working space,
heat transfe r in the valve passage s and
within the cylinde r, mass transfe r through
the valves, valve dynamic s and kinema tics
of the compre ssor.

Mathem atical modelin g is the most practic al
way of studyin g the basic behavio r of cycle
perform ance, the relativ e losses in various
compon ents and the interac tion of their performanc e charac teristic s. Standar d science
and enginee ring formula tions are applied to
describ e mathem atically the basic process es
occurri ng in the compre ssor. Mathem atical
modelin g is not an end in itself but is a
step towards simulat ion and optimiz ation.
Simula tion is the calcula tion of operati ng
variabl es (pressu res, temper atures, energy
and fluid flow rates) for a system operati ng
in a steady state such that all energy and
mass balance s, all equatio ns of state of
working substan ces and perform ance characteristi cs are satisfi ed. Simula tion could
also be defined as the predict ion of performanc e with given inputs or simulta neous
solutio n of perform ance charac teristic s.
Simula tion is used when it is not possibl e
or unecono mical to observe the real system.

The physica l model, to which the mathem atical equatio ns will be applied , is that of a
single cylinde r recipro cating compre ssor as
outline d in Fig. 1, the model may be
divided into three interco nnected systems :
(i) cylinde r working space with valves and
piston (ii) a suction chamber with a length
of suction line and (iii) a dischar ge
chamber with a length of dischar ge line.
Gas pulsati ons effects in suction and discharge lines have not been investi gated in
the presen t study and the intake and exhaus t
process es are assumed to take place at constant pressur es. Hence, the focus of
attenti on here is only on cylinde r process es
and events.

The compre ssor is one of the five essent ial
parts of the compre ssion refrige rating
system along with the conden ser, expansi on
valve (or its equiva lent), evapora tor and
the interco nnected piping. The various
problem areas associa ted with mathem atical
modelin g and simulat ion are as follows :
thermod ynamic analysi s and modelin g, hea~
transfe r within the compre ssor, mass trans:fert::nrou~gn· 'the valves, flow forces on
valves and piston and numerou s other design
consid eration s. The major progres s in
compre ssor modelin g has taken place in the
last decade, and is still in the develop ment
stage, whereas the simula tion of interna l
combus tion engines is in a very advance d
stage. The close paralle l between these
two machin es is helpfu l for mathem atical
formula tion of compre ssor process es except
that combus tion process is not occurri ng in
the compre ssor cylinde r. The compre ssor
valve dynamic s is also differe nt from internal combus tion engine case.
The purpose of the presen t paper is to
supplem ent the reporte d knowledg~ on analysi~
modelin g and simula tion of refrige rating compressor s particu larly in the field of its
thermod ynamics and heat transfe r. A mathematica l model has been develop ed which
include s the formula tion of thermod ynamic
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THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND MODELING
The thermod ynamic process es describ e the
success ive states of refrige rant as it
flows through the suction valve, undergo es
compre ssion in the cylinde r, exhaus ts
through the dischar ge valve (Fig. 2) and
at the same time heat is transfe rred to and
from the refrige rant. In additio n to this,
thermod ynamic behavio r is influen ced by
piston frictio n, pressur e drop across the
valves, and oil in the refrige rant etc.
First Law Analys is
The control volume (Fig. 3) consist s of the
cylinde r working space and is bounded by
the cylinde r walls and the piston. The
mass influx is through the suction valve
and mass efflux is through the dischar ge
valve. Since four basic process es are
occurri ng in a cycle, the control volume
will be as follows :
(1) Suction : Unstead y flow, control volume
with only one flow boundar y as it is a
filling process (Fig 4-a),ma ss flow rate
depends on the pressur e differe nce between
suction pressur e and cylinde r pressur e,

heat transfer to the refrigerant vapor in
control volume.

Ignoring useful work lost because of the
friction, the reversible compression work
is given by

(2) Compression: Control volume with no
flow boundary ~.e. closed system (Fig., 4-b),
work into the control volume, heat transfer to and from the control volume.

dW = pdV

where ~is pressure and \lis the volume.

(3) Discharge:
Unsteady flow, control
volume w~th only one flow boundary as it is
an emptying process (Fig. 4-c), mass flow
rate depends on difference between cylinder
pressure and discharge pressure~ heat transfer from the control volume.

Equation (7) in rate form is,

From perfect gas relationship

where

d,.t;

+ ~lme)

R is

(9), we get

=m

dt

1- mRT

v
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From valve flow model dms,

and~(t) can be determined,

d.t

~
d..t,.

from kinematics
can be obtained and from heat

V(t}
transfer relationship,~can be evaluated.

model

As we have assumed the suction and discharge
processes to be constant, both Td,. and Ts are
known. The only unknown left if1r(t) which
can be determined by solving equation (10) .
The pre~sures inside the cylinder, ~(t), can
be obtained by using equation (9)

(6)

~

=0

mCvdT + mR..T dV .,.dQ. :.0

quantities are
From (1),

(lo)

In equation (10), at present, the unknown

(4)

where ~is adiabatic constant.
( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , & ( 4) we get

d.i

d.t

+ dtnc1 ( I'{Cy Td..- CvT)-@:O
clt
d.:L

c"

..£J,

5!:Y + R..Cv Td..dt11d..

+ d..m.s ( Cv T- R_ CvTs) - d~
crt
d..t

Re-expansior:

(2)

(8) &

mC.vdT + m RTdV
d.t
v d.t

(l)

cl' T

Using (S),

Thermodynamic Equations for
Compressor Cylinder

suction

Ignoring the change in kinetic and potential
energies

=

( 9)

-k.Cv Ts ~.s +CvT~- dQ_o
a.t·
d.:
d.t -

Where :.mbscripts :f, s and d designate flow,
suction and discharge respectively, Q. is
heat flux, m is mass of gas, e is energy
and Wis the work done.

ef = i\

RT

gas co~stant.

mc.ydT

e.ccL- dms efs
;J'
dt

dttld

(8)

CLt

dt

The control volume can be considered to be
an open system with suction valve as one
flow boundary and discharge valve as
another boundary, with both work and heat
transfer across the boundary. The assumptions made here for analysis are that the
flow is one dimensional, gas follows perfect
gas law relationship and uniform cylinder
properties at any instant of time. First
law of thermodynamics, in its rate form 2 is

dQ.. _ dW =
at d..t

p d..V

dW

pV

(4) Re-expansion:
Same as compression
except that the work transfer is now from
the control volume to the surroundings,
(Fig. 4-d).

(7)

p(t) =

mlt) R.. T(t)
V(t)

:. 0
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Second Law Analysis
As First Law does not make any distinction
between heat and work and also since only a
part of energy is doing useful work, Second
Law of Thermodynam ics effects have to be
included. Available energy analysis provides a good understandin g of all thermodynamic irreversibi lities and limitations
on work-heat transfer.
The most important deviations from the ideal
compression process in a refrigeratio n
cylinder result from the following1 (a)
throttling or wire drawing during passage
through valves and (b) periodic heat transfer between vapor and cylinder walls.
Excessive oil circulation, internal gas
leakage,hea t less to surrounding s, heat
gains due to friction and imperfect mechanical action of the valve also cause
thermodynam ic irreversibi lities. However,
it is not possible totreat all deviations
from the ideal cycle analytically . Actual
compression process is shown in Fig. 5.
Following are the various deviations from
the ideal process.
1-2: Wire-drawin g at suction valve
2-3: Heat transfer to refrigerant vapor
from cylinder walls and valve passages
3-4: Compression process, heat transfer to
vapor from cylinder walls
4-5: Compression process, heat transfer
from vapor to cylinder walls
5-6: Heat transfer from vapor to passages
and walls at discharge valve
6-7: Wire-drawin g at discharge valve
Available Energy Analysis
Available energy supplied (based on unit
mass flow rate) -to the compressor is the
work of compression 2 6-W

/1W

=

.,_,

_!!.._

R ( T5-T3)

(12)

where his the polytropic index and is given
by,
(13)

- (~ )Yl~l
P?

Available energy losses in various processes
can be found by computing the change in
availability functions.
Overall loss of
available energy
in a compressor is
given as (per unit mass flow rate):

lAL)

ALCotnp =

(b,- b) +-( b3- ¢3)
3
+ ( ¢ 3 - ¢ 5 ) + ll W
+ (¢s- b5) + (bs- b7)

(14 l

where

b

availability function for
steady flow
(15-a)

and

¢

availability function for a
closed system
U. + ~0 \1- To S
(15-b)

where o subscr~pt refers to the atmospheric
or reference conditions. s
is entropy and l)is specific volume. Note that (b 1 -b )
3
represents change in availability during
passage through suction valves,
( b -b 5 )
indicates change from open system to3 closed
system, b.
is increase in availability of
the refrigerant because of the work supplied
( ~.3- ¢:5) is availability change
during
compression process,(~5 -b ) indicates
5
change from closed system to open system
and ( bs-b7) is change during passage
through the discharge valve. The total
loss of available energy from (14) is

w·

AL C.Ot'Ylp

=

To 6S

(16)

Effectivene ss of the compressor is given by

Ecomp::

I
I
l Ah -To I
.6.b

AW

AS

(17)

(18)

AW

thus available energy analysis method is a
good analytic tool of evaluating performance
of a compressor and its various processes.
Availability function at each state indicates
not the total energy of the refrigerant but
its ability to perform useful work. It can
be readily extended to other components of
the refrigeratio n system.
HEAT TRANSFER MODELING
Isentropic compression requires that no
heat transfer should occur between the
vapor passing through the compressor and
the cylinder walls. Realization of this
condition would require that the cylinder
walls and all surfaces making up the
clearance volume follow a temperature -time
cycle exactly the same as followed by
vapor during the compression and re-expansion. But in actual compressor the cylinder
wall-temper ature-time cycle follows only the
similar pattern but with maxima and minima
of the wall lagging the maxima and minima
of vapor curve. The wall temperature varies
periodically around a mean value which is
inbetween the suction and discharge temperature of the vapor. The cylinder receives
heat from vapor during part of each cycle
(re-expansio n, suction, and early part of
compression process) and returns heat during
a latter period (later part of compression,
discharge and early re-expansion ) as shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.
It is assumed that heat transfer occurs only
due to the conductive and convective effects.
Radiative heat transfer effects are ignored
here (as opposed to I.C. Engines) because of
the low temperature s and small temperature
differences encountered .

"-To S
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Heat Transfer in Valve Passages
Since suction and discharge gases flow
through very narrow valve passages with
small thermal resistance, there is a possibility of significant amount of heat
transfer from discharge gas to the suction
gas which in turn would decrease the thermodynamic and volumetric efficiencies proportional to the increase in the inlet
temperature of the gas. No information
about this heat transfer is available in
the literature for refrigerating compressors3. However, in internal combustion
engines, Engh and Chiang4 have shown it to
be significant.
Applying First Law of thermodynamics to the
suction valve passage (schematic shown in
Fig. 6) yields,

Ws
CJ:l
d.:t

T50 + d.Qd..s
dt

=dm:s
~ Ts
a.t

_

u~-

n.:. D~ = o. 023
Kl.

0•8

l.

D~
= f.:.'-'"'.A.l'-

t..:. !» d..

,

;

!.,d.

(26)

"-'=-

p

::: 0·023 R.e.\..
(27)
i.::. s.d.

~~

Heat Transfer in Compressor Cylinder
In the cylinder, periodic heat exchange is
taking place between its walls and refrigerant vapor due to considerable temperature
variation of the vapor as compared with the
almost constant wall temperature and the
rate of heat transfer from wall to the vapor
during early part of the compression is

(21)

~ = ft(t) Alt)

[Tw- T(.t)]

(28)

where Alt) is the heat transfer area, ~{_t)
is heat transfer coefficient and Tw is
wall temperature. During the latter part
of the compression, heat is transferred
back from vapor to the wall and is expressed
as

~

(29)

d.t

For inclusion in thermodynamic model (10),
equation (28 ) "can be used as by control
volume convention, incoming heat flux is
positive, and outgoing heat is negative,
thus ~8) would automatically take care of
the sign.
Heat transfer area Alt)is,

(22)

A(:t)

where subscript :.., designates suction ( S )
or discharge (d.) passage gas. Nu. is
Nusselt number, PR, is Reynolds number and
Pr is Prandtl number.

R,e·

:nt

(25)

Ts = Tso + dJ;cLy'Cp

O·'f

R.el.. Pr-&:
i.: s, d.

4

; i..= s,cL

The temperature of the suction gas at the
conclusion of heat transfer process will be
given by (lg) as follows:

where ~ and -IJ5 , the film coefficients in
discharge and suction passages respectively,
are functions of local Reynolds number and
Prandtl number.:E~is the thermal resistance
of solid parts, b is wall thickness and K
is the thermal conductivity of solid parts.
The input to mathematical model are A, b,
~ 5, ~Land K..
For common materials, the
value of ~ is widely reported in the literature. The information regarding convective heat transfer coefficient ( fL) is
virtually non-existant, thus in the absence
of available data, it is proposed to correlate here McAdam's equation for turbulent
flow in pipe, 5

N

!L

(24)

where ,,A.(.& K.. are gas density, viscosity
and thermal conductivity respectively. The
valve passage has been assumed to be circular in geometry, of diameter D and cross
sectional area A· All the fluid properties
in (22)-(24) are evaluated at mean bulk
temperature of the fluid. Since Prandtl
number ( Pr) is generally near unity,
equation (22) may be reduced to,

l,.

where"' rand As are overall heat transfer
coefficien·t and area respectively.\!
through a plane wall is
'

Ai..

Nu·

( 20)

I

'

t(l,.

s.d...

11.1:

J>·" At
= Q!njl
cit.

\}i,

(lg)

passage, ~ is mass flow rate. The heat
transfer~sfrom the discharge valve gas
·to the su%f"ion valve gas may be expressed
as

'

.

.

~· Cp~

0·8

where Tso and T.S. are the temperature of ·the
gas going into and out of the suction valve

-U = -'flcl. + -"'s +I - bK

-

where

(2:3)

= A\'+ A<:..L + Aw(t)

A\> = piston area
A_~L :: 4 Y!;
])

:

Awlt) :: 1f.D · X(t)
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(30)

( 31)

(32)
(33)

~

where Dis diameter of cylinder I Veis clearance volume and X(t)is the piston displacement from TDC (expression for X(l} is provided
by kinematics model). Thus heat transfer
area is

Att)

=

n

4

D,_ + 4 Vc.. +Til>· xtt)
..D

(34)

In table 2 1 some of the available correlations for heat transfer coefficient ntt)are
listed. All the correlations except by
Adair et a~~have been evaluated for internal
combustion engines and are based on experj-

_.-

mental work. In the past, the investigato rs
(Nusselt 6 , E'ichelberg7 1 etc) concentrated on
time average heat transfer coefficients and
relations were not expressed in dimensionless form and can therefore be generalized
with difficulty. LeFeurvre~ 0 , Adair~~ etc)
concentrated on instantaneou s heat transfer
rates and the correlations are in dimensionless form, as shown below: b
C

Nu(t) =- a. R...el-t) .. Pr('t)
where 0..,

b

(35)

and C.. are constants.

I

Table 2

I

Heat Transfer Correlation for Cylinder

I

Investigato r

Correlation

Nusselt 6
(1928
Eichelberg
(1939)

i\(t)
~

= 0·0278(\ +0·38 U"p) [ptl) T(-t.)]'l3

p~

1

tt.) = 0·0565 '-'"p

/3

Annand

c.onst..,=-

R.e.l'l)

(1968)

Nu.l t)

Adair et a1l1
(1972)

where

=

--

Ktt)

--

R.elt.)
De tt)

'::.

(_Dj2)

=

2.

(C)~

~(_t)

0·
2.

0
Re.lt) ' 8

053

_flt) Delt)

2..,U.(_t)

6 Tf (~}z_ X(t)

2.TI(~t·

7T
arr .(Ei» < e] .·2..
2.8] .

2.e&[1·o4 + c.os 2
'-"[ 1-oC.., + c.:os

~

, .,.. <9 <3lT
2...
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0
Pr(t) . 6

!&~(.t)

1\.D"X(t} +

C¢-a-(t) =

Re. tt.) a. 8 Pr t:t.).33

constQ.V\t

f(t)

~lt) Deli)=

\

])

-<.,J.(.t)

where

Relt)

R..~l*-)0·7

c.ons'to..t\t

flt) (2·28 Vp)

:

~lt) .D
K._lt)

=

Nu.lt) --

=

K.lt)

where

I

R lt) =f(t) "P D
e
...A.L(t)

0·4- O· 7

~lt) j)

Nu(_t) --

W~schni9

(1968)

:L

0·7
const. Pe.tt)

-

Pelt)::. R.elt) • Pr(t)

(1963)

LeFeurvrel. 0

'T: OR_
~: ;f-pjl

T{.tJ]'/2

_ji_ ~ 6tiJ ~.. -rt" ·~

Nu lt) = ~l-t.) D
Klt)
where

9

(plt)

j:>sL.

.2..

VALVE MODELING
The thermodynamic processes consisting of
expansions through the suction and discharge
valves result in fluid flow into and out of
the cylinder through the valves. Motion is
imparted to the valve as a result of pressure inequalities on either side of the
valve and it should be able to overcome the
restoring forces for movement. Also, valve
behavior is influenced by stops. Thus, the
valve modeling consists of,
(i) Fluid flow model
(ii) Valve dynamics model

Fluid flow through the suction or discharge
valve can be derived by considering the
valve to be an orifice and flow to be isentropic13. However the actual velocity will
be less than the theoretical velocity and
shall never be greater than speed of sound
as indicated in Fig. 7. Mass flow rates are.

[ ,.illl J:t_

~

-=

~s

where

G = J-2-t:t-~~--....·

(38)

Valve Dynamics Model
Assuming the valve to be single degree of
freedom system of effective mass M&., effective stiffnessK\.and effective damping C.'(Fig. 8 ) , the following equations are
obtained,

+ Cs ~s

Vlt) =

Vc:. + ~2. X(t)
4

For constant crank speed, crank angle

e

=

(l)'t

(42)

e is
(43)

circular frequency :::
rpm

SIMULATION

JT(t.)'~ l f:'tt~

discharge flow areas. These can be evaluated either theoretically14 or experimentally;
The possibility of back flow is not taken
here as gas pulsations effects have been
ignored.

M5 ~~s

LG -./•- ~s'"'"'t59

Instantaneous cylinder volume is

N =

(.R,.-1) R..
~sand ~are the effective suction and

suction:

X<._t)::: R..(t- c.os u)t) +

where o:7

J

~ r{t) G1 r~ l'':.

dt

KINEMATICS MODELING

2

~ : Ats ~s ~
dntd_

Table 3 lists the various conditions for
valve model. Note that when valve is
moving, both flow and dynamics equations
hold but when valve reaches the stop, only
flow equation holds.

The kinematics of the compressor can be
modeled as slider crank mechanism16 , shown
in Fig. 9
The piston displacement from
Tl>c is,

Fluid Flow Model

d..t.

valve displacements respectively. t\F,sand AF~
are effective force areas and can be evaluated experimentally1 or analytically14 •

_..Ks ~s =AFs [Ps- ~(~
(39)

discharge:

The simulation of the compressor involves
many mathematical models which are coupled
to each other. For instance, the valve
behavior is governed by the pressure
differential across it and these pressures
are calculated by thermodynamic model which
in turn depends upon valve model, heat
transfer and kinematics models. Thus, the
implementation of simulation requires a
simultaneous solution of a large number of·
differential equations. The solution can
be approached only by a digital simulation
as the problem is complex and difficult for
an analog simulation. For integration of
differential equations, any of the following
methods could be chosen, (i) Runge-Kutta,
(ii) Finite Differences and (iii) PredictorCorrector.
For a single cylinder refrigerating compressor, a generalized computer simulation program was prepared. Fig. 10 shows the
outline of flow chart for the main program.
It deals with the thermodynamic model. As
simultaneous solutions of several models
are required, five subroutines as listed
below were incorporated in the main program.

2.

Md. ddt2.
g,ct + cd ~d..+~
'td.. =AFd[p<..t.>-f.lLl
dt
j

(40)

where

'J's. and Cfd.are

the suction

and discharge
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Main program: Thermodynamic model
Subroutines 1: Kinematic model for slider
crank mechanism.
2: Mass transfer (through valves)
model

Table 3

Proce ss

valve
Posit ion
sucti on
valve
movin g

Valve Mode l Cond itions

cylin der
mass

Valve
Displ acem ents

!im_lt) = d ms
dt
d.t

Sucti on
sucti on
valve
at stop
Comp ressio n
and
Re-ex pansi on

Disch arge

Both valve s
are close d

Disch arge
valve
movin g

Disch arge
valve at
stop

d mlt)

dt

=const

=_dtnd.
Cit

t
~
~t:Z.
I

C},s ::.

0

q,d..::. 0

q,d.
dq.d.
d..t

d.2q,
dt 2

~~

q,d.= ll~
Q.rt\~)= -~
d..t
~d.. - c:l.\cL-o

3:
5:

6:

Cylin der heat trans fer model
Valve dynam ics model
Valve passa ge heat trans fer
mode l
Rung e-Kut ta solut ion

The input data requi red can be class ified
under the follow ing categ ories , (i) geometr ical descr iptio n (ii) therm al descr iption
(iii) initi al cond ition s
(iv) gas
prop ertie s and (v) exper imen tal infor mations . The incre ment is given by crank
angle,~e.
The progr am outpu t provi des the
time histo ry of the refri gera nt as it flows
throu gh the comp resso r by punch ing out
cylin der temp eratu re, press ure and fluid
flow rates . Valve displ acem ents are also
obtai ned. From this infor matio n, avail able
energ y analy sis of the comp resso r cycle can
be perfo rmed .

Ps

~ p(t)

<J..s

= As

dt
~

q.d

q,d. =

.6.d..

t>tt) > f=lcL

NOMENCLA'rURE

I>
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~Ad.

~lt) ~Pd.

area

able energ y funct ions
b avail
flow
Cp_,Cy spec ific heats
C effec tive dampi ng

An attem pt has been made in this paper to
devel op and discu ss the vario us aspec ts of
math emati cal mode ling and simu lation of
refri gera ting comp resso rs, and espe cially
in the area of therm odyna mics and heat

=0

dml t)

trans fer as it was felt that the repor ted
simu lation mode ls have not paid adequ ate
atten tion to the basic comp resso r cycle
proce sses. The autho rs do not claim it to
be a final word on therm odyna mic mode ls as
more soph istica ted and autho rativ e mode ls
can be devel oped. Follo wing modi ficati ons
or addit ions could be incor potat ea in the
math emati cal mode ls: inclu sion of real
gas prop ertie sl 7 , gas pulsa tions in compress or lines l 8 , effec ts of leaka ge and
frict ion etc. Also, at prese nt infor matio
n
regar ding heat trans fer coeff icien ts in
cylin der, valve passa ges and mani folds is
virtu ally non exist ent3 • These addit ions
would make simu lation mode ls more preci se
and reali stic.
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